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Abstract 
I first recall P.Deligne and G.D.Mostow's construction of rank one local sys-
tems as well as their results on the arithmeticity of integral monodromy actions 
in [6]. Then I consider those examples with arithmetic monodromy actions, con-
structed in [6]. I will mainly compute the degenerations of these families, and 
their weight-1 Hodge structures, using the method developed in [4] and [15]. Then 
I can find some families of Jacobians for which the CM-points are Zariski-dense. 
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1 Introduction 
Let P be the complex projective line, AT € N, A'' > 3, 5 be a set with N 
elements, say, 5 = {1,2, • • • , TV}，and a = {as)s be a family of complex number 
indexed by S, satisfying JQ = 1，and such that none of the as is 1. In particular, 
we assume all a^'s are d-th. roots of unity, and set as = e?们with 0 < /is < 1, 
and = 2. Let M = {m, : S P\m is injective }, and Pm = {(p,m) G 
P X M\p ^ m(5)}. Let Pm = P — m(S) be a fibre of the natural projection and 
Q = M/G, where G = AutP = PGL{2). P.Deligne and G.D.Mostow constructed 
a rank-one local system L on Pm with monodromy fibrewise given by q^ (see 
6],section 2). With a natural hermitian structure < ， 〉 o n it, there is a Hodge 
decomposition 
with signature (1, N — 3). Thus there is a representation (fixing a base point) 
P ： 7ri((3, o) — PU{H\Po, L� ) , <, >) = N - 3). 
Under some integral condition, they proved the Picard's theorem ([6], theorem 
(3.11)): the image of 7ri(Q, o) is a lattice. Furthermore, they gave a criterion for 
the image to be an arithmetic lattice, see [6], propositions (12.6.3) and (12.7). 
On the other hand, the local system can be constructed from cyclic covering. 
Let d denote the least common denominator of /Vs. Consider the family of d-th 
cyclic coverings of pi (totally) ramified over N points, that is, the curve is defined 
by the equation 
yd = (rz： - Ai)…Or - Aiv). 
Let TT : X ~~> pi be the covering. Since the actions of Galois group and the 
actions of monodromy group are commutative, there are characteristic decompo-
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sitions 
7r*C = ^ ^ L^ and 
X 
= ir(pi，7r*C)x = = i f : (pi — 
Finally they gave a list for admissible N, (i,arithmeticity and compactness 
(see [6], section 14). consider these families of curves appearing in this list with 
arithmetic monodromy groups, their degenerations, the corresponding families of 
Jacobians, as well as their endomorphism structures. For these aims, first recall 
the generalized Jacobians of stable curves. 
Let C = Ci he a connected, reduced nodal curve with v irreducible com-
ponents Ci,…，C^, and 6 nodes pi, ...^ps and let 
TT : C = ] J Ci ^ C 
be the normalization. 
Proposition 1 (see proposition (3.3)). We have a short exact sequence 
0 一 (C*” — J(C) —> J{C) 一 0 
where 6 = — " + l i s a combinatorial invariant of curve C. 
Next recall the stable reduction of family of curves. The following two theo-
rems are well-known. 
Theorem 2 (Deligne-Mumford-Knudsen). There exists a coarse moduli space 
Mg of stable curves of (arithmetic) genus g, and it is a projective variety. 
Theorem 3 (Stable Reduction). Let 5 be a smooth curve, o e B and B* = 
B — {o} . Let f : X ^ ^ B* be a flat family of stable curves of genus g >2. Then 
there exists a branched covering B'——> B totally ramified over o and a family 
X ^ B' of stable curves extending the fibre product x x b* . Moreover, any 
two such extendings are dominated by a third. In particular, their special fibres 
are isomorphic. 
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Then simply recall the theory of abelian varieties and CM-type. We'll assume 
the theory of Shimura varieties is well familiar (for detail, see [5], chapter 5,8 and 
9). 
Finally, I reach to my main aim, to compute various degenerations of those 
families of curves coming from P.Deligne and G.D.Mostow's list, and their vari-
ation of weight-one Hodge structure. By giving explicitly one C-basis of their 
holomorphic differential 1-forms, we can get a characteristic decomposition. Then 
we can use the method developed in [4] and [15] to find some new families for 
which the CM-points are Zariski-dense (or infinite). 
2 Configurations Of Points In pi And Local Sys-
tems Of Rank One 
2.1 Configurations Of Points In pi 
Definition 2.1. A configuration of n points in pi is an n-tuple (pi, G (pi)". 
such that Pi + pj for each i ^ j. 
Let Cn be the set {(Pi，...,Pn) ^ + Pj}- is a Zariski open dense 
subset of (Pi)". 
G = PGL{2,C) acts diagonally on Cn, which defines an equivalence relation 
on Cn. Define A^o.n = CnjG�and it is the moduli space of configurations of n 
points in P^ The following result is obvious. 
Lemma 2.2. Any configuration of three points (Pi, P2’ Ps) is equivalent to (0,1, oo), 
and the automorphism giving this equivalence is unique. }j 
Corollary 2.3. i) Every configuration of n > 3 points in pi is equivalent to such 
a configuration 
(0’ 1，oo, qi, ...,qn_3) with 讲 + Qj for i / j, and 乐 + 0,1，oo. 
And the automorphism defining this equivalence is unique. No two such distinct 
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configurations are equivalent. 
ii) Mo,n = {(gi,."，gn-3) e (pi广—3 : Qi + qj,qi + 0 , 1 , 0 0 } C (pi广—3 as 
Zariski open dense subset, so A o^.n is a quasi-projective variety of dimension 
n - 3 . 
2.2 Local Systems Of Rank One 
Now, proceed with the following data just as in paper [1]: 
P'. a complex line; 
N: an integer TV > 0; 
S'. a set of N points of P; 
a = [ois)ses'- a family of complex numbers indexed by S, satisfying the conditions 
as + 1, for all s G 5 and = 1. 
We will be mainly interested in the case when N > and all are roots of 
unity, i.e., Qfs 二 where fig G Q. 
We will follow the paper [6] to give two constructions of rank-one local system 
on P — 
First Construction. 
The first construction is to give straightly the monodromy action of the fun-
damental group of P — S. 
If a base point o e P — S is given, we know the category of representations of 
fundamental group 
Hi{P -S,Z) = 7ri(P - 5 , 0产— G L ( n , C ) 
is equivalent with the category of complex local systems (= flat vector bundles) 
of rank n. Particularly, the category of rank one local systems corresponds to the 
category of homomorphisms 
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The construction is as follows: The group Hi is generated by small positive loops 
7s around each 5 G 5, with the unique relation X) 7s 二 0. There is hence a unique 
up to isomorphism one dimensional complex local system L on P — S such that 
the monodromy of L around each s e S is multiplication by That is, by 
definition, if e is in the fibre of L at a point x near s e S, and if we let x turns 
counter-clockwise once around s, and push e horizontally along the path of x, 
then when coming back, e becomes to age. In other words, in terms of a local 
coordinate z at the point s, and of a multivalued section f(z) of L defined in a 
neighborhood of s, one has 
And since at least one of Qg is not 1，there can be no global horizontal section, 
that means 
H�jP - S； L) = 0 二 HRP - S, L). 
Second Construction. 
Let d be the least common denominator of all /Vs. Then let X be a normal 
d-th. cyclic covering of P, with covering group G = Z/cZ, ramified only at S. For 
definiteness, take P = P^  and oo G S, this means that the function field C{X) is 
the extension C(pi)((n,e5-oo('^ — s))"勺 of C(pi). 
Let TT denote the projection of X onto P. The Galois group G = TLjd acts on 
7r*Cx, and at a point z + S, the representation of G on (7r*C)2 = C) is 
just a regular representation of G, since G = tt一i � as sets. For each character x 
of G, let L^ be the siibsheaf of 7r*C on which G acts by x. One has a decomposition 
X 
and , outside of S, L；^  is a rank one local system. 
Let gs e G he the natural generator of the inertial group at s G S\ if x{t){Q < 
^ < 1) is a path in X, such that 7r(x{t)) in P stays near s in P — S�and turn 
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once around s, then 二 ^sx(O). Let dg be the order of gs, then ds\d. If t is a 
local system at s, near 5, X is a sum of copies of the Riemann surface of 也.If 
x{9s) = 1, Lx can be defined at s, namely, L^ is a local system at s. If x{9s) + 1, 
the fibre of L^ at s must be zero, and the monodromy of L^ around s is the dg-th 
root of unity x(Ps). 
Moreover, we have the following decomposition into eigen-subspaces of H* (X, C): 
/ r (x，c ) = 0 i r ( x , c ) x . 
The isomorphism 
is compatible with the action of G, hence induces an isomorphism 
= i T (尸，7r*C)x = 丑 *(尸，LJ. 
Let us assume Xs — 1，for all s G 5, so that H*(P, L^) = H狄一 S, L J . And 
the Hodge decomposition of H^ {X, C) 
H\X, C) = / / i ’ � ( X ’ C) 0 C) 
induces a decomposition 
(尸—5, L J = i/i’o(P _ S, L^) 0 / f � ’ i ( P - S, L^). 
Moreover, it is the same as the compact case that the natural Hermitian form 
< ， �i s positive definite on H � � a n d egative definite on 
In fact, the local system, its cohomology and the hermitian form can be defined 
over a number field, even over its integer ring. For seeing this let J^ i = e?们:F = 
Qfe ) , O be the integer ring of Q(^rf), and V = U) where P�= P — o{S). 
Then the vector space can be defined over the ring O. Namely, there exists an 
(9-module V ^ so that 
V = V o C. 
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In fact, let L(F)( resp.L((9)) denote a sublocal system of L on P�with fibre the 
subfield F( resp. subring O) of C. The pairing of L with its complex conjugate 
induces an C?-valued pairing on L((9). Then one can define cohomology combina-
torially as usual with coefficients in L(0); one can also define the skew-hermitian 
cup product 
如:H\Po, L{0)o) 0 H'riPo, t{0)o) — H'APo, 
combinatorially, where L denotes the dual of L; set 
v ( o ) = H'iPoMOU V(F) = H^PoMm. 
then 
V = V{0) <^oC = V(F) OfC. 
According to corollary (2.21) of [1]，the signature of the Hermitian form on 
H\P-S,L) is 
( & - l ， I > 1 s ) - 1 ) . 
In particular, when ^ /^ s = 2, the hermitian form has signature 
( 1 , ^ - 3 ) . 
Let 
P^ = { maps form S to P} 
and M be the space of injective maps m : S ——> P. Then, 
Pm = G P x M\p i m(5)} 
is a topologically locally trivial fibre space above M. 
We have constructed a rank one local system fiberwise on Pm- NOW we can 
construct a rank one local system with the prescribed monodromy a爪globally 
above M on P^ as follows: 
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Fix three distinct points a,b,cE S‘ For each m G M, there is then a unique 
isomorphism P ——> pi mapping m,{a), m{b), m,(c) respectively to 0,1, oo. Let 
z : Pm ^>• pi be the resulting map. We can simply write z(x) for z{x^m). 
Let A : M ——> be a large enough continuous function such that [A(m), oo) is 
disjoint from z(m,(S)}. For all U C M, let lu denote the locus of (x, m) G 7r~^{U) 
so that m) G [A{m.), oo). If U C M is contractible, so is lu C Pm- For 
U C M is a contractible neighborhood of m G M, we can extend uniquely the 
local system L^ on Pm to a local system Lu on 7r~^{U) with the prescribed 
monodromy a fibrewise. Hence Lu admits a horizontal section ey + 0 on l\j. 
The pair (L(/, e[/) is unique up to isomorphism, hence these pairs (L^, eu) can be 
glued into a globe local system L on Pm-
In fact, by our second construction of local system with the monodromy a on 
the fibre, we can also construct L globally as follows: Fix numbers fis such that 
as = e2们"s Let z : Pm ——> P^  map m(a),?n(6),m(c) respectively to 0,1, oo and 
L^ = O • Yls^ci^ — 饥 ⑷ b e the subsheaf of the structure sheaf O of Pm, 
where {z — z{'m,{s))Y^ means the multivalued function 
{z — z(m-{s))Y^ = exp{ijis . log{z - z(rn,{s)))). 
If / / is another choice of /i, with as = e ?卿�t h e n multiplication by the univaliied 
/ 
function W^ J^^ z — z(m(s)))〜卞 jg an isomorphism of L^ and Ly. The principal 
determination of the multivalued function fL六(之 一 2(m(s)))"s defines a global 
horizontal section of L^. 
Now the group G = PGL(2) acts diagonally on Pm- The quotient space 
Q ：= M/PGL(2) is isomorphic to 
Mo = {m G M\m,{a) = 0, m(6) = l ,m(c) 二 oo}. 
A point y e P^ is called /i-stable (resp. semi-stable) if and only if for all z e P, 
Us < 1( resp. < 1). 
yis)=z 
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The set of all //-stable points (resp. /x-semistable points) is denoted by Mst (resp. 
Msst) and set Mcusp = Msst — Mst-
For any point y G pS, y G Mcusp if and only if there is a partition {5i, 82} 
of S with YhseSi /^ s = 1 (么=1 ,2 ) such that y is constant on or S2 and 
On Msst, we can define an equivalence relation 71 via 
y = y ii and only if either 
a) y,y' G Mst and y e PGL�2�• y or 
b) y, y E Mcusp and the partitions of S corresponding to y and y coincide. It is 
clear that IZ is an equivalence relation. Set 
Qsst = Msst/n, Qst = Mst/n, Qcusp = Mcusp/n 
each with its quotient topology. The elements of Qcusp are determined uniquely 
by their partitions, hence Qcusp is a finite set. 
2.3 Arithmeticity And Integral Monodromy 
Now assume E … = 2 . Fixing a base point o G Q, from above argument the 
fundamental group 7ri((3,0) of Q acts on PV = P( i / i (尸� ,L� ) ) ’ and preserves its 
hermitian form. So, there is a representation: 
7ri(Q,o) 一 PU(Hi[P�,L�),<,�)兰 PU(XN- 3). 
The main results of [1] are the following two theorems. 
Theorem 2.4 (Picard's Theorem, see [6], theorem 3.11). Assume that 
(INT). The rational numbers fig defined by ag 二 e ? 輝 、 0 � …< 1, satisfy 
E/Xs = 2 and, for all s ^ t m S such that fig + fJ't < 1’（1 —…一 is an 
integer. 
Then, the image P^ of 7Ti(Q, 0) in PU(1, A/" - 3) is a lattice, {j 
Theorem 2.5 ([6], proposition 12.7). Let |別二 A T � 4 . For any b e Q let 
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< b > denote the fractional part, of b, that is, 0 < < b >< 1 and b— < b >G Z. 
Let fjL = G S} satisfy the condition (INT) of above theorem and let d 
denote the least common denominator of /i. Then r^ is an arithmetic lattice in 
PU{Y) if and only if for each integer q relatively prime to d with 0 < q < d — 1, 
At last, [1] gives a complete list of all cases which satisfy the condition (INT). 
For each family of curves corresponding to the arithmetic case in the list, How 
does the corresponding family of Jacobians behave? How about their degenera-
tions? Next we will consider these questions. 
3 Generalized Jacobians 
Let C = E Ci be a connected, reduced nodal curve with i/ irreducible compo-
nents Ci,C^, and 6 nodes pi, ...’p<5. Its dual graph T(C) is defined as follows. 
Take one vertex for each irreducible component of C. If tl(C,；门 Cj) = k, draw 
k edges to join these two vertices corresponding to C,： and Cj. For Examples, see 
Figure 1. 
/ V W : — o 
: < 0 
Figure 1: Dual Graphs 
Definition 3.1. Say that C is of compact type if it satisfies following conditions: 
i) Ci is smooth, for all z; 
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ii) r (C) is a tree. 
From the exponential exact sequence 
0 ^ > Z ~~> Oc >0*c ^ ^ 1 
we have 
ci : H\0*c) — Z) 二 Z" — 0. 
Definition 3.2. The generalized Jacobian of C, denoted by J(C), is defined to 
be the kernel of Ci. That is, 
J{C) = ker{ci) = Pi(P{C) 
= { invertible sheaves £ on C so that deg{C\ci) = 0}/"=，， 
Obviously, J(C) is a group variety, but maybe not compact. And if it is 
compact, it is an abelian variety. For C smooth, reduced and irreducible, defined 
over C, the Abel-Jacobi theorem or the Serre Duality theorem implies 
Now let 
be the normalization. 
Proposition 3.3. With the assumptions and notations as above, there is a short 
exact sequence 
0 一 ( C ? 一 J{C) 一 J{C) 一 0 
where 6 = (5 — " + 1 = h}{T{C)) is a combinatorial invariant of curve C. 
Proof. We have an exact sequence induced by the normalization tt 
1 — > > 1 
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where the quotient sheaf ^ is a skyscraper sheaf supported at the singular points 
of C, whose stalks are fairly easy to describe in terms of these singularities. In 
our case, if p G C is an ordinary node, the stalk is 
喝 P =吟PI ® 吟 - {(/，涨 G 吟PI，" ^  吟pJ. 
The subgroup is 
The quotient Fp = C* with the map v : (7r*0~)p ^ > Tp sending ( / ， p ) to 
{f {Pi)/9{P2))• From above short exact sequence, we get a long exact sequence 
0 — H\0*c) — — H 明 
— H \ 0 * c ) — H\7r,Oy) — = 0. 
Since C is connected, we have 
H\o*c) = c*， 二 H \ o y ) = (c*)". 
We also have 
H\0*c) = Pic(C), H'iTT^Ot} = = Pic(C). 
Putting these together, we then obtain an exact sequence 
1 一 C* — ( C T — R(J^) — Pic(C) — Pic(C) — 0 
where r ( ^ ) = (C*)办.Since Jocobian is the connected component of the identity 
in the Picard group, we have the following exact sequence 
1 一 c* 一 ( e r — ( c f 一 j ( c ) —> j ( c ) 一 0 . 
At last, we get an exact sequence 
1 一 (C*” —> J(C) 一 J{C) — 0 
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where b = 6-u + l = h}{T{C)). B 
Corollary 3.4. J{C) is an abelian variety if and only if C is of compact type. 
Proof . C is of compact type if and only if6 = <5 — " + 1 = 0, and if and only if 
J(C) = J{C) due to the exact sequence in (Proposition 3.3). jj 
Recall the arithmetic genus of a nodal curve is defined as g{C) = Oc). 
When C is smooth and irreducible the geometric genus is defined to be Pg[C)— 
LOc). For a smooth irreducible curve the arithmetic genus is equal to the 
geometric genus by Serre Duality. The following formula can be used to compute 
the arithmetic genus of a nodal curve. 
Proposition 3.5. Let C* = Z C,: be a connected reduced nodal curve with 8 
nodes and v irreducible components, and let b = 6 — ly 1, then 
Proof. Let 
be the normalization. Since C 二 ]J[ Q , Oq = The normalization tt is a 
finite morphism, so by Leray spectral sequence we can identify tt^O^ with O^. Let 
Pi, ...,ps be the 6 nodes. Applying the exact sequence associated to normalization 
0 > 0 c ^ > O c > eCp, ^ > 0 
we get a long exact sequence 
0 — H^(Oc) — i/�(C>5) — 
H\Oc) 一 H\Oc) = 0. 
From this long exact sequence, we have 
So we get, 
9{C) 二 Y^ g{Ci) + (5-1/ + ! = ^ g{C,) + b. jj 
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4 Stable Reductions Of Family Of Curves 
4.1 Normalization Of Cyclic Branched coverings 
Let W be the affine complex surface defined by 
W = spec, C C3 
And the projection 
TT : C3 — C2’ 
I> (x,y). 
exhibits as an n-fold covering of C^, branched only over xy = 0. Consider the 
normalization W of W. 
W ~ W ~-~> spec y 
TT 7r|io TT 
spec C[x,y] ~^^ spec C[x,y] spec C[x,y], 
We have the following cases: 
a). If d = gcd{n, a, h) > 1, let n = ud, a = ad,b =队 and Ud = e洲或.Then 
d 
3=1 
and W decomposes into d different coverings, each of which is isomorphic with 
the normalization of this surface 
spec- ； j r . 
b). Assume now that gcd(n, a,b) = 1，and let da = gcd{n, a), db = gcd(n, b), a = 
ada, b = /Sdb, and n = vdad^. 
In C3 consider the surface 
U = spec- 
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Let U be the normalization of U. 
Claim 4.1. U^W. 
Proof. We can define a holomorphic map 小:U ——^ W by 
Z = U,X = s\y = fK 
This (j) induced a injective 
C[x,y,z] C[u,s,i 
A = rr ^ B — 
(z" - xoyb) (u" - s 哪 
So, 
ACB. 
Moreover, it is obvious that B C A. Hence A = B, and then U = W. ^ 
The process is expressed as following commutative diagram: 
U —^ U spec C[s, t 
ISO. 1:1 dadb：! 
W ~^―> W "‘.1 ) spec C[x,y], 
where p and r are normalization. 
c). Finally, let gcd{n, a) 二 gcd(ji,b) = 1. There exists a unique integer q with 
0 < q < n, such that 
aq + b = 0( mod n), 
say aq + b = rn with 0 < r < a. Then gcd{q, n) = 1 since gcd{n, b) = 1. Consider 
these two surfaces 
C[u,s,t 
U = spec- r, (n^  -
^ _ C[t)’s,力] _ C[?;, s,f] 
_ spec (yn — gaf a{n-q)^ 一 ^P^^ (^yU _ gaf a{n-q)'j ‘ 
Since gcd{n, a) = 1, U and V are isomorphic via the map v = u^. And the surface 
V has the same normalization as W. U is a, normal surface, since n and q are 
relatively prime. This shows that W is the surface 
C[u,s,t 
U = spec-, —. 
{vP - st，-q) 
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And W has an An,q singularity at the point (0,0,0) by the theory of Hirzebruch-
Jimg singularities (see [l],pp80-85). Then the desingularization of W will be to 
replace the singular point by a Hirzebruch-Jung string. 
Proposition 4.2. With the assumptions and notations as above, if n = LCM(ji, a, b), 
then after normalization W has local equation z^ = x oi z^ = xy. So it is smooth 
in the first case and the second case when /c = 1, while it has singularities of type 
Ak-i in the second case when k > 2 . 
Proof. If n = fl or n = 6 then we get the first case that z^ = x with 
k = n/b or n/a. Otherwise we can assume gcd(a, b) = 1. In view of above 
analysis, W is isomorphic to 
, C[x,y,z[ 
W := spec—, r 
[z^ - xy) 
where k = ^ 
4.2 Stable Reductions 
Definition 4.3. A connected reduced curve C is called a stable curve if it has 
only nodes as singularities and has only finitely many automorphisms. 
In view of the connectivity of C, its automorphism group can fail to be finite 
only if C contains rational components. Thus, the finiteness condition can be 
equivalent to: 
(1) every smooth rational component of C meets the other components of C 
in at least 3 points;or 
(2) every rational component of the normalization of C has at least 3 points 
lying over singular points of C. 
If we weaken either of these conditions by replacing the number 3 by 2，the 
resulting curves are called semistable. 
Theorem 4.4 (Deligne-Mumford-Knudsen). There exists a coarse moduli space 
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A4g of stable curves of (arithmetic) genus g, and it is a projective variety. 
See [7] or [8] for the proof. Let M.g be the moduli space of smooth curves of 
genus g, then the M.g is a compactification, called stable compactification of Mg. 
Now, let B be a curve, o e B, and f : x ^ B — {o} be any family of stable 
curves. Let (p : B — {o } ~~> Mg be the corresponding map to moduli. Since Mg 
is projective, there exists uniquely Ip : B ——> Mg extending (p. In short, we have 
the following commutative diagram: 
Z B 
f ： X K / 
Figure 2: Stable Limits 
In this circumstance, the curve corresponding to 尹 ( o ) G Mg is called the 
stable limit of the family x, as p ——o. 
On stable reduction and semistable reduction, we have the following two well-
known theorems (See [8], for example). 
Theorem 4.5 (Stable Reduction). Let B be a smooth curve, o e B and B* = 
B — {o} . Let f : X ~~^ B* be a flat family of stable curves of genus g >2. Then 
there exists a branched covering B'——> B totally ramified over o and a family 
X —^ B' of stable curves extending the fibre product x^b* . Moreover, any 
two such extendings are dominated by a third. In particular, their special fibres 
are isomorphic. 
Remark 4.6. (1) the stable limit is unique up to isomorphism. 
(2) We can't necessarily take the total space of the family x ^ B' to be 
smooth. In fact, such x may have at worst An singularities. 
The semistable reduction behaves similarly. 
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Theorem 4.7 (Semistable Reduction). Let 5 be a smooth curve, o E B and 
B* = B — {o} . Let f : X ——^ B* be a flat family of semistable curves of genus 
g > 2. Then there exists a branched covering B'——> B totally ramified over o 
and a family x ^ ^ B' of semistable curves extending the fibre product xXb* B\ 
and having smooth total space. Moreover, the stable model of the special fibre is 
unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof Of Theorems (Sketch). The proof of existence of stable reduction 
provides an algorithm to compute the stable limit of a given family, say, f : x ——^ 
B, which satisfies the conditions in Theorem of Stable Reduction. Locally, we 
only need to consider the case with B replaced by a unit disc A. Let Xq = 
be the special fiber. We'll still denote the new family resulting from each step of 
this process by / : ；^ ——> B. 
The first step is to apply resolution of singularities to the pair (x,Xq). After 
successive blowing-ups, we arrive at a family, denoted still by x, such that the 
total space is smooth, and Xq has set-theoretic normal crossings, that is, the 
reduced scheme {Xo)red is nodal. At each nodal point, the map f will be given 
locally by t = x^y^ in terms of local coordinates x and y on x-
The second step is to perform a base change: A > A, t ~~> t^ where N is 
the least common multiple of the multiplicities of the components of the special 
fibre resulting from the first step. Then normalize the resulting total space. By 
proposition 4.2, the total space have at worst An singularities and the special 
fiber is reduced and nodal. If we want to get the smooth model of the total space, 
then minimally resolve the An singularities that arise. The result is replacing each 
singularity by a chain of n rational (—2)-ciirves. 
At last, blow down successively all (—l)-curves to get the semistable reduction, 
then blow down all (—2)-ciirves in turn, to get the stable limit, jj 
The process of (semi-)stable reduction is expressed as the following commu-
tative diagram: 
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X' X X XA A > X 
TT' 开 TT TT 
A A A A 
where r is the normalization followed by desingularization, and a is the blow-
downs of all exceptional curves. 
5 Family Of n-th Cyclic Coverings Of Abelian 
Varieties And CM-type 
5.1 Family Of n-th Cyclic Coverings Of pi 
Let ai,i = 1, • • • ,khe k sections of the family 
^ : pi X 5 ^ 5, 
and let f : x ——^ S be the family of n-th cyclic coverings of pi branched over 
ai,i = 1,…，k, that is, the fibre over s e S is defined by the equation 
k 
？ / = n ( … “ 劝 . 
i=l 
Let 4 = . The Galois group of the covering is G = Z /n = < a > where a is 
the map [x^y) (a;,^ • y). G acts fibrewise as automorphisms on the family f : 
X ——> S. As in [15], consider the induced family f : Jac{x/S)——> S of Jacobians. 
Then the commutative algebra acts as a sub-ring of endomorphism ring of 
Jo,c{x/S)——>• S via the action of a : (x, y) i-^  (x, J • y) on f : x ~~~^ S. 
Under the action of cr, we have a decomposition into direct sum 
n - l 
炉 ( / - I � ,Q ) = � V ( 0 
i = 0 
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where denotes the eigen-subspace corresponding to the eigenvalue 
Proposition 5.1. = 0. 
Proof. Let V^ be the invariant part of V under G, then 
VK。）= VG = H\f-\s),Qf = H\f-\s)/G,Q) = H\F\Q) = 0. J 
The intersection form < ’ �o n the Q-variation of Hodge structure of weight 
one 
R'mx = R'mjacix/S) 
is bilinear and defined by cup-product of 1-forms along the fibre of / : x ——^ S. 
Proposition 5.2. For I e Z[幻 and for all x,y e R^f^Q^Uo = H\f-\so),Q) 
one has 
< Ix^y >=< xjy >. 
Proof. We know a : {x, y) i—> (x, ^ y) is the generator of Since 
< au, av >=< u, V > 
for all u,v G i(So),Q) = Hi{Jac{f-\so)),Q), by Poincare duality 
< ax, ay〉二< x,y > 
for all x,y e H\f-'^(so),Q) = H\Jac{f-\so)),Q). By Proposition 5.1, we 
have the following decomposition into eigenspaces 
n-l 
厂 1 � ,Q ) 二 ① V(f:). 
i=l 
That is, ct{v) = i � ) for all ” e V (e ) . Then < V ( f ) ， � = 0 for alH + j ^ n. 
On the other hand, for x G and y G V ( f ) , we have 
< ax.xj >=< Cx,y >=< >=< x, (C'l'^V > = < 工,万y > . tl 
Corollary 5.3. With notations as above, the intersection form < ， 〉 i n d u c e s a 
perfect duality between V ( f ) and V( f^- ” . {} 
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If the curve C is an n-th cyclic coverings of pi totally branched over finite 
points, that is, it has this form 
k 
y"" = Y[{x - ai), 
2 = 1 
then for the vector space Q^j), via an easy computing we can find one basis 
of this form 
5.2 Abelian Varieties And CM-type 
Let F be a totally imaginary normal number field (i.e., no embedding of F 
into C factored through R) of degree [F : (Q] 二 2n and let be a set of 
representatives for the conjugacy pairs of embeddings F ^ C. 
An abelian variety A of dimension n over C is called of complex multiplication 
(CM) type (F; if an inclusion F ^ Endqlji), such that the analytic 
representation of EndQ[A) is equivalent to the direct sum tpi © . • • ® And 
such a pair (F; {(/?!, •"，(/?„,}) is called a CM-type. We have the following criterion 
for an abelian variety to be of CM-type. 
Theorem 5.4 (Theorem 1, Ch. II, [13]). In order that an abelian variety A of 
dimension n be of CM-type (F; {(^i,…’ (/?„,}), it is necessary and sufficient that F 
contains two siibfields K and Kq satisfying the following conditions: 
C M l . Kq is a totally real number field and K is a totally imaginary quadratic 
extension of Kq. 
CM2. No two embeddings are complex conjugate with each other, j 
Moreover, under these conditions, the abelian variety A is isogenoiis to a 
product B X •. • X B = of a simple abelian variety B with itself, while EndQ{B) 
is naturally a siibfield of F that take the role of IK above. If {也’ • • •，於爪,}’m = 
dim,cB is the set of distinct embeddings K^ C induced by (fiS, B is of CM-type 
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(K; {ipj}). And any two abelian varieties of the same CM-type are isogenous to 
each other. 
We will call a CM-type primitive if the abelian varieties of that type are 
simple. The following theorem is a criterion for the primitiveness of a CM-type, 
hence also a criterion for an abelian variety of CM-type to be simple. 
Theorem 5.5 (Proposition 26, Ch. II, [13]). Given a CM-type (F; 
of degree 2n, let L be a Galois extension of Q containing F, and G be the Galois 
group of L over Q. Denote by p the element of G such that f is the complex 
conjugate of ^ for every ^ G L, and by S the set of all the elements of G inducing 
some (fi on F. And let Hi be the subgroup corresponding to F. Put 
= {7 e = 外 
Then, (F; {(/?,；}) is primitive if and only if Hi = H' . jj 
Example 5.6. Let p be an odd prime and C the plane algebraic curve defined by 
2/2 二 1 — which can be realized as a double covering of pi ramified at p points. 
By Hurwitz formula, g = g{C) = {p - l) /2; and {ui, 二 p = I,…，g — 1} 
give a C-basis for ^Iq). Let ^ 二 严丨p be the primitive p-ih root of unity, 
then {x,y) ~ > gives an automorphism of C. And the automorphism 
induces an automorphism of the Jacobian J = J{C), which we denote by t(^). 
Then we easily verify that ^ can be extended to an isomorphism of Q(^) 
into Endq{J). Let (p^ denote the automorphism ^ ^^> of Q(^) for " = 1，…,g. 
Then (J，0 is of type 
Claim 5.7. (J, i) is of primitive CM-type. Therefore, the abelian variety J must 
be simple, and we have Endq[J) = Q(^). 
Proof . Since : Q] = p - 1 ， : ^ ^ " = 1’ .",p- 1 are all automor-
phisms of Q ( 0 . And we see there are no two elements of the set ipg} are 
conjugate to each other. Q( f ) is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of the 
totally real field + J). Since again [Q(0 : Q] = p - 1 = we see (J, l) is 
of CM-type and we have Endq(J) — Let 7 be an automorphism of Q(^) 
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such that {7(^1,…’ ^(fg} = {v^i,..•’ (fg}; let a be an integer such t h a t = C. 
Then {1 . a,. . • ,g • a mod (p)} coincides with {!,••• ,g mod (p)} as a whole, so 
we have 
fl(l + 2 + ——hiO 三 1 + 2 + ——h g mod (p). 
As 1 + 2 + 1 " 分 = — l) /8 is relatively prime to p, we have a 三 1 mod (p), 
so that 7 is the identity. That is, H' = {id}. And since Q(^) itself is a Galois 
extension of Q, we also have Hi 二 {id}. So H' = {id} = Hi. By the primitiveness 
criterion, we see that (J, l) is of simple CM-type, jj 
Example 5.8. The curve C : y^ = x^ — 1. For brevity, denote e^^'/" b y � 
We see that Q(€i5), a cyclotomic extension of degree <^ (15) — 8，is contained in 
EndQ�J[C)). Besides, g{C) = 4 and the C-basis of holomorphic differential forms 
is {dx/y"^, dx/i/, dx/i/, xdx/y"^}. Let cr(x,y) = (x, • y) and 丁 = 
Since 
a . T(dx/y') = • dx/y\ a • T{dx/y') = ？ } . dx/y\ 
^ • r(dx/y^)=绍• cb/y2’ cr • rixdx/t/) = • 
we see J(C) has CM-type (Q^sSWi,... where &5) = <^ ?5，诊2(65) 二 
^15' 03($15) = 1^55 Milb) = $15- Similarly, we see this is a primitive CM-type. 
Therefore J{C) is simple, jj 
In general, we have 
Proposition 5.8. Let p,q ^N he two distinct prime numbers. Then the general 
fiber of the Jacobian family of the family yP = x(x - l)(x — Ai) • • • (a: - is 
simple. 
Proof. Consider the special fiber — x^ — 1. Its Jacobian is of primitive CM-
type by the same argument as above, jt 
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6 Families of Jacobians Coming From [6 
I will compute two examples in detail, considering their degenerations, their 
Jacobians and the monodromy action by covering groups. Then I will only give 
the results for other examples. 
6.1 Example 1. Family 二 - l)(x — X){x - fi) 
The family is a flat family x over the base space S = {(A,//)} = ( ！ ？ 〒 with generic 
fibre = spec C{S). That is, 
X 一一) F X (pi)2 
T  T  
S (pl)2 
The generic fibre C” is a smooth triple covering of a projective line totally 
branched along five distinct points: 
:)QQQQC 
— — pi 
0 1 A ^ oo 
Figure 3: Triple covering-
Applying the 
genus formula or Hiirwitz formula, we see the genus of generic 
fibre is 3. 
First, fix one parameter, say, // 二 2, and let another parameter vary in the 
disc A = {|A| < 1}. Then the family is: 
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^ embbeding^ p 2 x A 
TT TT 
A A 
where the x is defined by 
y^ = x(x - l){x - 2){x - X). 
The special fibre is 
Co = {y' = x\x-l){x-2)} 
Co has a singular point (0,0), with g{Co) = 2 by Hiirwitz formula, and the local 
equation is 
？ / = 0：2. 
Now applying the stable reduction algorithm to this family. 
Step 1 Blow up the singular fibre, until it is normal-crossing. The process is 
as follows (here we denote exceptional curve Ei with multiplicity n by (n)Ei, and 
if the multiplicity is one, then it is just denoted by Ei). 
⑵ 五 2 〜 
^ 一 1 / ⑵ 一 - J - - — — - j - _ 
Figure 4: Desingiilarization 
The result is 
Co* = 3Ei + 2E2 + QEs + 
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Step 2 Make a base change 
X Xa A ——> X 
7r ' 冗 
A ^ A 
f 
f : A ^ > A with deg{f) = LCM(1,2,3,6) = 6, that is f(s) = s®. This will 
have the effect that X' = X x a X is the 6-fold covering branched along the special 
fibre Cq. Then normalize the total space x' to get its normalization x-
For simplicity, we will complete this step by dividing it into successive cov-
erings of prime degree, followed by normalization, where the degree is the prime 
factor of iV = 6. 
So first make a base change of deg{f) 二 3. Then the branched locus will be 
= Cq. After normalization, we get the new special fibre 
F = El + El + El + 2E2 + 2^3 + Co, 
where E^ is a triple covering of pi totally branched over two points, so it has 
genus 0, hence it is still isomorphic to pi. 
E\ El El {2)E2 ^ ^ C o 
C——(2)^3 
Figure 5: Base-change 3 : 1 
Next, make a base change of degree 2. The branched locus is 
L = El + El + El + Co. 
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After normalization, the new special fibre is 
F = E} + El + El 4-C0 + El + El + 
where E^ is a double covering of pi totally branched at 4 points, so it has genus 
1, an elliptic curve. The resulting special fibre is a reduced, normal-crossing, and 
A 
nodal curve. All £"s are rational curve except 五3. 
E\ El El El El Co 
— ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ J '' 
Figure 6: Base-change 2 : 1 
Step 3. Blow down all exceptional (—1) or (—2)-curves in turn. In our case, 
blow down all Ej excluding 烏，since they are (—l)-ciirves. This is because that, 
for example, let F be any fibre, then 
0 = Ei • F = (E} + (F- E})) = (E})' + E } • ( F - B } ) = ( F L ) ' + 1， 
which implies 
( 对 ) 2 = - 1 . 
At last, the stable limit of our family is: 
l i m a = Co+ ^3, 
where g(Co) = 2, and 没(应3) = 1. In fact, E3 is a elliptic curve with complex 
multiplication, since it is a triple covering of pi ramified over 3 points. 
Hence, 
UmJ(Ct) = J(Co)xJ(E3), t—^0 
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lim/;_>oCt： ^ Dual Graph: ^ ^ 
Figure 7: Stable Limit 
which is of compact type. 
By symmetry, we get the same stable limit when /i ~~> 0. The special fibre 
= {if = x{x - l)[x - i)]. 
The above degeneration corresponds to the stable case in [6]. Similarly, to get 
the semi-stable case, consider the following degeneration 
Ct : 二 x{x — l)(x — af){x - bt) 
where ab{a — When t goes to 0, the family will specializes to the singular 
fibre 
The normalization of Cq is Cq = P ,^ a rational curve. 
Applying the semistable reduction algorithm, we get 
F = \[mCt = Co-\-E 
with Co a rational curve, and g{E) = 1. Cq and E intersect at three nodes. 
J(F) = l im“o 八Ct) is of non-compact type and is an extension 
0 — (Cr)2 —^ J{F) — J{E) 一 0. 
Now for the family f : x ——^ A x A, we can determine the local system of 
weight, one Vc = by giving a basis for Q^) and the action of the 
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Galois group of the covering tt : F ——> pi on Vc. 
Proposition 6.1. We can take one basis of Qf) to be 
{dx/y,dx/i/,xdx/i/}. 
Proof. 
力 ⑦ 口 〔 》 
. pi 
0 1 A /i oo 
Figure 8: Generic Fibre y^ = x{x - l){x - X){x — //) 
We can think of x and y as two meromorphic functions defined over generic 
smooth fiber F, and ob as a meromorphic differential. Now compute the zeroes 
and poles of x,y and dx as follows: 
{x) = (x)o - (x)oo 二 3po - 3poo 
(y) = {Po + Pi + Pa + P^t) — 4poo 
(dx) = 2(po + Pi + Pa + Pfx) - 4poo. 
So, 
{x^'dx/y^) = a{x) + (dx) - b(ij) > 0 
implies 
6 = 1, fl = 0; b = 2,a = 0oTb = 2,a = l. 
Then we get a basis for i / � ( F ’ Q.f) 
{dx/y,dx/i/,xdx/i/}. J 
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The Galois group a : {x,y) {x,u • y) with u =严丨 a c t s on Qi^ ) 
with eigenvalues 
Let 
where Vc = and denotes the eigen-subspace corresponding to 
the eigenvalue oA 
By Proposition 5.1, 
V(a;°) = VJ = 0. 
So, 
with 
d im:V�u /�= dimN(y?�= 3 
= ifi'o = V i 0 V 2 with Vfc C dimNi = 2, and rfzmVs = 1. 
According to Corollary 5.3, the choice of Vi determines the choice of V2. 
So the corresponding Shimiira variety has dimension 2. And the subset of 
CM-points ill it, is Zariski dense. On the other hand, giving a family x ——^ S, 
we have the period map 
j :U — K^ciGM) with UCS 
and the Kodaira-Spencer map 
Proposition 6.2. The Kodaira-Spencer map corresponding to the original family 
is injective at the generic point of S. Hence j is a geiierically finite map. jj 
Thus there are infinitely many Jacobians of CM-type in the corresponding-
family of Jacobians, using the same argument in [4]. In fact, the CM-points are 
Zariski dense. 
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6.2 Example 2. Family y^ = x{x — 1)0 —入)(x - /i) 
The family is a flat family x over the base space { (A,") } 二 （ ？ 〒 with generic 
fibre Crj smooth and of genus 6. This family is considered in [15]. When one 
parameter goes to infinity, it degenerates to the family 
which is considered in [4 . 
First fix one parameter, say, fi = 2 and vary another one in disc A, we get 
the following family: 
i/ = x{x - l){x - 2){x - t). 
It has singular special fibre over 力=0 
Co = {y' = x'{x-l){x-2)} 
with genus g{Co) = 4. (0,0) is the only singularity, and at (0,0), Co has local 
equation 
y5 = 
Now perform the stable reduction algorithm to this family. 
Step 1. Desingularization by blow-ups. 
The new special fibre is 
Fo = 2Ei + AE2 + 10 五3 + 5£；4 + C . 
Step 2. Now do the base change. As before, divide this process into several 
steps, so that each step is of prime degree. So first make a base change TTI of 
degree 2, branched over E4 + C. After normalization, the new special fibre (still 
denoted by Fq) is 
Fo = El + El + 2E\ + El + 5£；3 + hE^ + C. 
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( ( 购 产 
丨 /   
^ 1 _ ( 1 0 )五3 
/ (4)^2 J 
Figure 9: Desingularization Of y^ = - l){x - t) 
Next, do again a base change tt2 of degree 2, then normalize the resulting total 
space. Finally, make a base change TTS of degree 5, then take normalization. At 
last we get the stable special fibre 
Fo = E\ + El + El + E\ + 丘3 + 丑4I + . + + C. 
These processes are shown in following figures: 
The resulting total space will have 2 /Lptype singularities and 6 Ai-type sin-
gularities. Go on to desingiilarize it minimally, that is, replace each A„-type 
singularity by a chain of n (—2)-curves. Then we obtain a smooth total space. 
Step 3. Blow down all (—1) and (-2)-curves in turn. 
Here g(C) = 4 and g{Es) = 2. The Jacobian of the stable limit is of compact 
type 
Ihn J(a) ^ J{C) X JiEs). 
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V — ( 购 
Figure 10: Base Change TTI of degree 2 
V^ — { M 
Figure 11: Base Change TT? of degree 2 
Next, consider the family 
Ct : y5 = x{x — l)(x - at)(x - bt) 
with ab(a — 6) ^ 0. this family degenerates to the special fibre 
Co : y5 = — 1) with g(do) = 2 
when t goes to zero. 
Applying the stable reduction algorithm to above family, we get the stable 
limit 
F := lim Ct = D-\-Co with g{D) = 4, 
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— ^ 广 
. . . / 
M Ai Ai/ 免3 
Figure 12: Base Change tt^ of degree 5 
jE3{g=2) 
Fo=: Dual Graph Is: ^^^^^^^ 
、(？(g=4) 
Figure 13: Stable Limit 
and D intersects to Co at one node. So 
J(F) := l iniJ(a) = J{D) X J(Co) 
which is of compact type. 
For the original family 
y5 = x(x — l)(a: - A)(x - fi) 
take a C-basis for the C-vector space of holomorphic 1-forms of generic fibre to 
be 
{dx/y"^, xdx/, x^dx/y^^ dx/y^, xdx/y^^ dx/y^}. 
Let ^ e2们75. The eigenvalues of a : {x^y)——> (x, J • y) acting on = 
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There are decompositions into eigen-spaces 
4 
V :二 = and 
i=l 
v i ’ �二态 Vi 
i=l 
where V^ C = 1,2,3, and dim赠、=3,z - 1,2,3,4, and dimVi = 
3, dimN2 = 2, dimN^ = 1. The choice of V2 determines the choice of V3 since there 
is a perfect pairing between and V(J^). The choice of V2 is parameterized 
by ip2，which implies that the corresponding Shimura variety has dimension 2. 
By the same argument as in the first example, we see the family of Jacobians has 
infinitely many CM points (in fact, they are Zariski dense) in the corresponding 
Shimura variety. 
6.3 Other Families 
For other families of curves which appear in the list of [6], applying the same 
analysis to them. I just list the results. 
Example 3. Family y^ = - l)(a: - \){x - n). 
1). The genus of generic fibre C” is g{Crj) 二 4. The basis is 
{dx/y, xdxly^, xdx/i/, x^dx/y'^}. 
The action <7 : (cc,y) ~~> has eigenvalues —z, The decompositions 
are 
v = v ( - 2 ) © v ( - i ) e v ( z ) 
and 
vi’o 二 V i © V 2 e V 3 
with Vi C V(i),V2 c V ( -1 ) , V 3 c V(-i),dim.¥2 = diwY^ = l,dim¥i = 
2,dim^{-i) = dirnY{i) = 3,rfzmV(-l) = 2. 
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2). Family Ct ： y^ = x^{x-l){x-2){x-t) specializes to Co ： y* = x^{x-l){x-2). 
g{Co) = 3. = Co + E with g{E) = 1. limt_oJ(C^) = J((%) x J{E)= 
As X E and is of compact type. 
3). Ct ： 2/4 = - l)(a; - at)(x - bt) with ab{a - b) + 0 specializes to 
Co ： 2/4 = x'^ix - 1). g{Co) = 0. lim^^oa = Co + ^ with = 1 and 
four nodes. J \— limt—o J(Ct) is of noncompact type. There is an extension 
0 —> (C*)3 > J ^> J{E) — 0. 
Example 4. Family i/ = x{x - l){x - X){x - fi). 
1). g(drj) = 7. The basis is 
[dx/x/, dx/y^, dx/y^, xdx/i/, dx/y^, xdx/y^, x'^dx/y^}. 
Let ^ ：二 e27n:/6, then the action a : {x,y)——> (x, (y) has eigenvalues 





with Vi C Y{C)-
Here 
dirnY(C) = 3 for i = 1,2,4,5 and dim观^�= 2. 
dzmVi = 3, dim^2 = 2, dim�=1, and dimN^ — 1. 
In fact, we can consider this family as a double covering of the first family 
2/3 = x(x — l)(x — X){x — fi), ramified at four points Let this double 
covering be 
TT : Ca," = = x{x-l){x-\){x-fi)} 一 Clp = = x{x-l){x-X){x-fi)}. 
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Therefore J(C\，J has a subtorus isogenous to J . Since the CM-points of 
the latter family are Zariski-dense, up to isogeny, must split and have a 
component whose CM-points are Zariski dense. 
2). The degeneration Q ： t/ = x{x - l){x — 2){x - t). 
When t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co : y^  = — l)(a: — 2). 
g{Co) = 4. The stable limit is 
F := limCt = Co + D 
where g(D) = 2 and Co intersects with D at two nodes of F. So J(F) 
l im“o J(Ct) is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 C* 一 J{F) —> J{Co) X J{D) — 0. 
3). The degeneration y^ = x(x - l){x - at?)(x - bt), with ab(a - b) ^ 0. 
When t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co : y^ = - 1). g{Co) = 1, 
an elliptic curve of CM-type. The stable limit is 
尸：二 \imCt = Co + D 
0 ‘ 
where g{D) = 4 and Co intersects with D at three nodes of F. So J{F):= 
l im“o J(Ct) is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 (C*)2 一 J(F) 一 J(Co) X J(D) 一 0. 
Example 5. Family 以9 = — —入)(a；-�. 
1). g{C^) = 12. The basis is 
{dx/i/, d:c/y\ dx/y^, xdx/if, dx/y^, xdx/if, 
dx/y^^ xdx/y^, x^dx/y^^ dxjy込,xdx/y^, x'^dx/y^}. 
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Let 5 := e 2 冗 T h e action a : {x^y) has eigenvalues 




V i ’ �= 0 v , 
i=l 
with Yi C 
Here 
dimY{C) = 3 for i = 1，...，8. 
And dimYi = dimN) = 3, dimNz — dimN^ = 2, dimN^ = dimN^ = 1. 
As the previous family, this family is a triple covering of the first family y"^  二 
x{x — l ) (x — \){x — /i), totally ramified at five points Po,Pi,Px,PfxyPoo- Therefore 
has a siibtorus of dimension 3. The CM-points of this component are 
Zariski dense. 
2). The degeneration Ct ： y^ = x{x - l)(x - 2){x - t). When t goes to zero, this 
family specializes to Co : y^ = - l)(x — 2). g{Co) = 8. The stable limit is 
F:= \imCt = Co-^D t-^o 
where g{D) = 4 and Co intersects with D at one node of F. J(F) := lim“o J{Ct) 
is of compact type and J{F) = J(Cq) X J{D) = A4 X Ag where A”, denotes an 
n-dimensional abelian variety. 
3). The degeneration xf = x{x — l)(a; - o;t){x — bt), with ab(a -b) ^ 0. When t 
goes to zero, this family specializes to Cq : y^ = - 1). g{Co) 二 3. The stable 
limit is 
,一0 
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where g{D) = 4 and Cq intersects with D at three nodes of F. So J{F) 
l im“o J(Ct) is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 (C*)2 一 J{F) 一 JiCo) X J{D) 一 0. 
Example 6. Family 广 = — l)(a; — X){x — ji). 
1). g(C^) = 13. The basis is 
{dx/y^^dx/x/, dx/y^, dx/y^, xdx/y^, dx/if, xdx/if, 
dx/y^, xdx/y^, x'^dx/y^, dx/y^, xdx/if, x^dx/if}. 
Let ^ ：= 冗"10. The action a : {x,y) > has eigenvalues 
$4，6(3，汉，汉’⑴ 
The decompositions are 




Vi’o = � Vi 
i=l 
with Vi C V( f ) . 
Here 
dimN[C) = 3 for i = 1 , … ’ 4’ 6,…，9; dim_) = 2. 
dim,Vi = dimN2 = 3, 
dimN^ = dim�=2, 
dim乂 = dimMQ = dimN-j = 1. 
As before, this family is a double covering of the second family C义":y^ 二 
x{x — l){x — \){x — iJi), ramified at four points p�,Pi,P入’2V 八Cx^i) has a subtonis 
isogenoTis to Up to isogeny, J(Ca,^) must split and have a component 
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whose CM-points are Zariski dense. 
2). The degeneration Ct ： y^^ = x{x — l)(x — 2){x — t). When t goes to zero, this 
family specializes to Co ： y^^ = - l)(a; - 2). g{Co) = 8. The stable limit is 
F := LIMCT = CO-^D “0 
where g{D) = 4. Co and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J(F) := l im“o J(Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 (C* 一 J ( F ) —> J(Co) X J(D) 一 0. 
3). The degeneration == - l)(x - at)(x - bt), with ab{a - b) ^ 0. When 
t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co ： = - 1). g{Co) = 4. The 
stable limit is 
F : = limC, 二 + 
f—O ‘ 
where g(D) = 9 and Co intersects to D at one node of F. 
So J{F) := lim,,_o J{Ct) is of compact type and J{F) = J{Co) x J(D)= 
A g X A4. 
Example 7. Family i/^ = x{x - l){x - A)(a; -
1). g{Crj) = 15. The basis is 
{cte/V’ dx/y^, dx/^f, dx/if, xdx/y\ dx/i/, xdx/y^, dx/y^, 
xdx/y^, dx/y^^, xdx/y^\ x^dx/i/^, dx/y^\xdx/y^\ x^dx/^/^}. 
Let ^ := 冗"12 The action a : (x,y) ^ has eigenvalues 
The decompositions are 
11 
i=l 
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and 8 
Vi，。二 0 v ,： 
i=l 
with Yi C Y{C). 
Here 
dimY{C) = 3 for i 二 1,2’ 4,5,7,8，10’ 11; dimM{C) = 2 for z - 3,6,9. 
dirndl = dimNi = 3, 
dimMs = dim^U = dimM^ = 2, 
dzmVe = dim^j = rfimVg = 1. 
As before, this family is a 4-th covering of the first family C父，":y^  = x{x — 
1)(x — A)(a: - /i), totally ramified at four points Po,Pl,Px,P l^^  Therefore «/(C入，, 
has a subtorus isogenous to Up to isogeny, J{Cx^,j) must split and have 
a component whose CM-points are Zariski dense. 
2). The degeneration Ct ： y^? = x{x - l){x - 2){x - t). When t goes to zero, this 
family specializes to Co ： y^^ = - l){x — 2). g{Co) = 9. The stable limit is 
F := \imCt = Co + D t-^o 
where g(D) = 5. Co and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J(F) := limt—o 八Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 C* — J{F) —> J (do) X J(D) 一 0. 
3). The degeneration y^^ = x(x - l)(x - at)(x - bt), with ab(a - b) ^ 0. When 
T goes to zero, this family specializes to Cq : y^"^ = — 1). g{CO) = 3. The 
stable limit is 
F :=\[mCt = Co^D t^o ‘ 
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where g{D) = 10. Co and D intersect at three nodes of F. So J(F):= 
l im“o 八Ct) is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 — (C*)2 一 J{F) 一 J(Co) X J{D) 一 0. 
Example 8. Family y^^ = x{x - l)(a; - A)(x - }i). This is a non-arithmetic case 
in [6 . 
1). = 21. The basis is 
{dx/y^, dx/i/, dx/if, dx/y\ dx/if, xdx/if, dx/y^, 
xdx/xf, dx/x/^, xdx/y^^, dx/i/^, xdx/x/^, dxjy^'^, xdxjy^'^, 
x'^dx/i/'^, dx/y% xdx/y% x^dx/y% dx/yH, xdx/yH, x^dx/yH}. 
Let ^ := e2冗"15 The action a : > has eigenvalues 
产，严’ e , e , e , � 6 , 6 6 � 4 , � 4 , � 3 ， � 3 ’ � 3 ，忧 & e 





Vi，。= 0 v , 
7 = 1 
with V,； C Y{C). 
Here 
c/zmV(f) = 3 for i = 1，…，14. 
And diniYi = dimN) 二 dimNz = 3， 
c/zmV4 二 dzmVs = dimMs = dimNj = 2, 
dinWs = dzmVg 二: diivMiO = diivYi 1 = 1. 
This family is a 3-th covering of the family y^ 二 — l)(x — 入 — fj), totally 
ramified at five points ？V,Poo• 
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On the other hand, this family is also a 5-th covering of the family y^ = 
x(x - l)(x - A)(x - JLI), totally ramified at five points Po,Pi,Px,Pfx,Poo-
Therefore J(Ca,^) has a siibtorus of dimension 3, and a subtorus of dimension 
6. Up to isogeny, J(Ca,^) must split and have two components in each of which 
the CM-points are Zariski dense. 
2). The degeneration Ct ： y^^ = x[x - l)(x - 2)[x -1). When t goes to zero, this 
family specializes to Co ： y^^ = - l)(x - 2). g(Co) = 14. The stable limit is 
F := \imCt = Co + D «->o ‘ 
where g{D) = 7. Cq and D intersect at one node of F. So J(F) J (fit) 
is of compact type and J(F) = J(Co) x J(D) = Aj x A14. 
3). The degeneration i/^ = x{x - l)(a: - at){x - bt), with ab{a - 6) ^ 0. When 
t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co ： y^^ = - 1). g{Co) = 6. The 
stable limit is 
F := limCt = Co-i-D t-*o 
where g(D) = 10. Co and D intersect at three nodes of F. So J{F):= 
l im“o 八Ct) is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 —> ( e ) 2 一 J{F) 一 J(Co) X J{D) —> 0. 
Example 9. Family = x{x - l){x - 入 - /i). 
1). g(d”) = 25. The basis is 
{dx/2/, dxly\ dxly\dx/i/, dx/y\ xdx/y^^ dxli/\ xdxlx/\ 
dxjyU, xdx/y'\ dx/y'\ xdx/i/\ dx/y'\ xdx/y'\ x^dx/y'\ dx/i/\ 
xdx/y^^, dx/i/\ xdx/i/^, x^dx/y^^, xdx/i/\ x'^dx/y^'^}. 
Let ^ := e27n,/i8 The action a : (x,y)——> {x, ^y) has eigenvalues 
严，严，产，严,〜，汉乂6’€5,€5’ 
“ 乂 4 ， 忧 “ ’ 《 2 ， 如 
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V i ’ � =� Vi 
i=l 
with V,； C V{C). 
Here 
dimY{C) = 3 for i = 1,…，17’ i 9; = 2. 
rfzmVi = dimN2 = dimYs = dimY^ = 3’ 
rfzmVs 二 dirnMe = dimN-j = dimN^ = 2, 
dimVg 二 dinWiQ = rfzmVn = dimNu = dimNi^ 二 1. 
This family is a double covering of the family if = x{x - l){x - \){x - /i), 
totally ramified at four points Po，Pi，Pa，TV. Therefore has a subtorus 
of dimension 12. Since the latter family has a subtorus whose CM-points are 
Zariski-dense, up to isogeny, J(Ca,^) must split and have a component whose 
CM-points are Zariski dense. 
2). The degeneration Ct ： y^^ = x{x - l){x - 2)(x - t). When t goes to zero, this 
family specializes to Co ： y^^ = - l){x - 2). g{Co) = 16. The stable limit is 
F •= \miCt = Co-hD t—0 
where g{D) = 8. Cq and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J(F) := l im“o J(Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 e 一 J{F) 一 J (do) X J{D) —> 0. 
3). The degeneration y^^ = x(x — l){x — o,t)(x — bt), with oh {a — b) ^ 0. When 
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t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co ： y^^ = — 1). g{Co) — 7. The 
stable limit is 
F := \imCt = Co + D t—0 
where g{D) — 16. Co and D intersect at three nodes of F. So J(F):= 
l im“o J{pt) is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 ( C f — J{F) 一 J{Co) X J{D) 一 0. 
Example 10. Family t/ = x[x - - A)(re - v). It is the first example 
of [4；. 
1). g(d”) = 4. The basis is 
{dx/ij, dx/y^, xdx/y^, x'^dx/y^}. 
Let u e27ri/3 The action a : {x,y) > y) has eigenvalues 
The decompositions are 
and 
V i 0 V 2 
with Ni C 
Here 
dimM{u'') = 4 for i = 1，2 and dim^i 二 3，dimN2 = 1. 
The perfect pairing between and implies the choice of Vi determines 
the choice of V2. So the corresponding Shimura variety is of dimension 3. And 
the set of CM-points is Zariski dense. 
2). The degeneration Ct y^ = x{x — l )(x — 2){x — 3){x — t). When t goes to 
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zero, this family specializes to Cq ： y^ = — l)(a; — 2){x — 3). g{CO) = 3. The 
stable limit is 
F:二 \imCt = Co + D t-*o 
where g{D) = 1, D is an elliptic curve of CM-type. Cq and D intersect at one node 
of F. So J{F) := l im“o 八Ct) is of compact type and J(F) = J{Co) x J{D)= 
A S X E. 
3). The degeneration y^ = x{x — l)(x—2){x—at){x-bt), with ab(a—b) + 0. When 
I goes to zero, this family specializes to Cq : Y^ = — — 2). g{CO) = 1. 
The stable limit is 
F :=\imCt = Co + D t-^o ‘ 
where g{D) = 1. Cq and D intersect at three nodes of F. Both Co and D are 
elliptic curves of CM-type. So J{F) := l im“o J{Ct) is of noncompact type and 
there is an extension 
0 —> (C*)2 一 J{F) 一 J{Co) X J(D) — 0. 
4). The degeneration y^ = x{x - l)(a: - at){x - bt){x - ct), with abc{a - b){a -
c){b 一 c) — 0. When t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co ： y^ = — 1). 
^(Co) = 1. It is an elliptic curve of CM-type. The stable limit is 
F:= Y\mCt = CQ^D 
0 
where g{D) = 3. Co and D intersect at one node of F. So J(F) := l im“o J{Ct) 
is of compact type and J{F) = J{Co) x J{D) = A3 x E. 
Example 11. Family y^ = x{x — l)(x — X)(x — - ly). 
1). g{Crj) = 6. The basis is 
{dx/y, dxIxdx/y^^ dx/y^, xdx/y^, x^dx/y^}. 
Let ^ := e2们74 = i. The action a : {x, y)——(x, iy) has eigenvalues 
乂2，€2,€乂， 
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that is 
%， 1, Ij Zj %• 
The decompositions are 
v = v ( o 0 v ( a 0 v ( a 
and 
Vi’�二 � � V3 
with Ni C V(e ) . 
Here 
dimNiuf) = 4 for i == 1,2’ 3 and dimNi = 3，dinN) = 2, dimYs = 1-
2). The degeneration Ct : y* = x(x - l)(x - 2)(x - 3)(x - t). When t goes to 
zero, this family specializes to Co ： y^ = — l)(a; — 2)[x — 3). p(C'o) = 4. The 
stable limit is 
F \= = + D 
0 
where g[D) = 1. Co and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J(F) := limt—0 ^(Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 C* 一 J(F) 一 J(Co) X J(D) 一 0. 
3). T h e d e g e n e r a t i o n = x(x-l)(x-2)(x-at)(x-bt), with ab(a-b) + 0. When 
t goes to zero, this family specializes to Cq \ y^ = — l)(x - 2). g{Co) = 3. 
The stable limit is 
F := \imCt = Co D t—o ‘ 
where G(D) = 3. Cq and D intersect at one node of F. So J(F) ：二 l im“o J{CT) 
is of compact type and J{F) = J{Co) x J{D) = A3 x A3. 
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4). The degeneration y^ = x{x — 1)(工一at){x — bt){x — ct), with abc{a — b){a — 
c){b — c) ^ 0. When t goes to zero, this family specializes to Cq : y^ = — 1). 
g{Co) = 0. The stable limit is 
F := limCt = Co + D t—>0 
where g{D) = 3. Cq and D intersect at four nodes of F. So J{F) lim“o J(Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 (C*f —> J{F) —> J{D) 一 0. 
Example 12. Family y^ = x{x — l)(x — X){x — fi){x — v). 
1). g{Cr,) = 10. The basis is 
{dxjy^, dx/y^, xdx/y^, dx/y^, xdx/y^, x^dx/i/, 
dx/y^, xdx/y^, x^dx/y^^ x^dx/y^}. 
Let ^ e2冗"6. The action a : {x,y) ~ > has eigenvalues 
€4,e3’S3,S2’€2，如，认 
The decompositions are 
5 




with Vi C V(cj勺. 
Here 
dimY{uj^) = 4 for i = 1，. • •，5; 
and dim^i = 4’ dimN2 — 3，dimN2 = 3, dim�=1. 
This family is a double covering of the family C�” : y^ = x{x - l)(x - X)(x -
fj')(x — totally ramified at six points Therefore 
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has a subtorus isogenous to must split and have a component 
whose CM-points are Zariski dense. 
2). The degeneration Ct ： y^ = x{x — l)(a; — 2){x — 3){x — t). When t goes to 
zero, this family specializes to Co : y^ = — l)(a: — 2)(x — 3). g(Co) = 7. The 
stable limit is 
F :=\imCt = Co-{-D t-^o 
where g{D) = 2. CQ and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J{F) := LIMF一�J{CT) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 C* 一 J{F) 一 J(Co) X J{D) 一 0. 
3). The degeneration if = x{x—l){x—2){x-af){x-hi)^ with ab{a—b) + 0. When 
t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co : y^ = — — 2). g{Co) = 4. 
The stable limit is 
F \[mCt-=Co^D t-^o 
where g{D) = 4. CQ and D intersect at three nodes of F. So J{F) lim“o J{Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 — ( e ) 2 一 J[F) — J(Co) X J{D) — 0. 
4). The degeneration y® = x(x — l)(x — ai){x — bt)(x - ct), with abc(a — b){a -
c){b — c) ^ 0. When t goes to zero, this family specializes to CQ \ Y^ = — 1). 
G(CO) = 2. The stable limit is 
F :=\imCt = Co + D 
where g{D) = 7. Cq and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J{F) := limt—o J (fit) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 e 一 J{F) —> J (do) X J(D) —> 0. 
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Example 13. Family y^ = x{x - l){x - X){x - ii){x - v). 
1). g(Cr；) = 14. The basis is 
{dx/y^, dx/y^, dxjy^, xdxjy^, dx/y^, xdx/y^, x^dx/y^, 
dx/if, xdx/if, x'^dx/y^, dx/y^, xdx/y^, x^dx/y^, x'^dx/y^}. 
Let ^ := e2明.The action cr : (x^y) > [x乂y) has eigenvalues 
The decompositions are 
7 




with Vi C 
Here 
dimV(€” = 4 for 二 1,…，7; 
dimVi = 4，dimN2 = dimN^ = 3, dim^U = 2’ dimM^ = dimYe = 1. 
2). The degeneration Ct ： y^ = x{x — l)(:c 一 2){x - 3){x - t). When t goes to 
zero, this family specializes to Co : y^ = — l)(a: - 2)(x — 3). g{Co) = 10. The 
stable limit is 
F := \imCt = Co-^D 
where g{D) = 3. Cq and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J{F) ：二 l im“o 八CI) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 C* 一 J ( F ) 一 J (Co) X J[D) 一 0. 
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3). The degeneration y^ = x(x-l){x-2){x-at){x-bt), with ab{a-b) + 0. When 
i goes to zero, this family specializes to Cq ： y^ — — l)(a: - 2). g{Co) = 7. 
The stable limit is 
F:=\imCt = Co-i-D t—>0 
where g{D) = 7. Co and D intersect at one node of F. So J(F) := l im“o J(Ct) 
is of compact type and J(F) = J(Co) x J[D) = A7 x A7. 
4). The degeneration y^ = x{x — l){x — o,t){x — bt){x — c亡),with abc{a — b){a — 
c){b — c) ^ 0. When t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co ： y^ = — 1). 
g{Co) = 2. The stable limit is 
F •=\imCt = Co + D 
where g{D) = 9, Co and D intersect at four nodes of F. So J{F) := l im“o 八Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 > (C*)3 . J{F) ^^^ J (do) X J(D) > 0. 
Note. The family Ct y^ = — induces a family of Jacobians whose generic 
fibre is simple and whose CM-points are Zariski-dense. 
Example 14. Family y^^ — x{x — l){x — X){x — fj){x — u). 
1). g{Crj) = 22. The basis is 
{dx/y^, doc/dx/y^, xdx/y^, dx/if, xdx/y^, dx/y'^, xdx/y'^, 
dbc I xdx/y^, x^dx/y^, dx j 飞f, xdxjy^ ^ x'^dx/y^, dx/y^^, 
xdx/i/^, X � d x / i / \ x d x , x'^dx/t/\ x^dx/y^^). 
Let ^ e2们/12. The action a : (x,?/) ^ > (rc,^?/) has eigenvalues 
f ’ E, E, E.E. E. E, 《3，（3 乂 2 ， � � �《 ， 
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The decompositions are 
11 
?;=i 
and 9 Vi,o = � Vi 
with V,： C V(a/). 
Here 
dimY{C) = 4 for i 二 1,…，11; 
(iimVi = dimN2 = 4, 
dimNz = dimN^ — 3, 
dimN^ = dimN^ — dimN-j = 2, 
dzmVs 二 dimYQ = 1. 
2). The degeneration Q ： i尸=x(x - l){x - 2){x -3){x-t). When t goes to 
zero, this family specializes to CQ : y^^ = - L){x - 2){x - 3). g{CO) = 16. 
The stable limit is 
F := limCt = Co-hD t—0 
where g(B) = 5. Co and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J{F) •= lim^^o J(Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 C* 一 J(F) — J (DO) X J(D) 一 0. 
3). The degeneration y^^ = x(x - l)(a: — 2)(x — at){x - bt), with ab{a -b) ^ 0. 
When t goes to zero, this family specializes to CQ : Y^^ 二 — l)(x — 2). 
g{CO) = 10. The stable limit is 
F :=\imCt = Co + D t-*o ‘ 
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where g{D) = 10. (% and D intersect at three nodes of F. So J(F):= 
limt一0 is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 (C*)2 —> J{F) —> J(Co) X J{D) — 0. 
4). The degeneration y^^ = x{x — l)(x — at){x — bt){x — ct), with abc{a — b){a — 
c){b — c) 0. When T goes to zero, this family specializes to CQ : = — 1). 
g(CO) = 4. The stable limit is 
F limCt = Co + D t—>0 
where g{D) = 15. Co and D intersect at four nodes of F. So J(F) := l im“o J(Ci：) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一（C*)3 一 J(F) 一 J(Co) X J(L>) 一 0. 
Example 15. Family I/ = x(x - l)(a: — A)(x - /LI)(X — I/)(x - ( ) . 
1). g(Crj) == 7. The basis is 
[dx/y, dx/y^, xdix/y^, dx/y^, xdx/y^, x^dx/if, x^dxly^}. 
Let ^ := e2冗"4 _ < The action cr : [x^y) > {x,i • y) has eigenvalues 
that is 
ZJ 1， Ij Z) 1/, %• 
The decompositions are 
and 
Vi'O = V i 0 V 2 0 V 3 
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with Yi C 
Here 
dimY{C) = 5 for z = 1,3; dimNi^Q = 4 
and rfzmVi = 4, dimN) = 2, dimN^ = 1. 
2). The degeneration Ct, y"^ = x{x - l)(x — 2)(x — 3){x — 4)(x - t). When t 
goes to zero, this family specializes to Cq : y"^ = — l)(a; - 2){x - 3){x — 4). 
g{Co) = 5. The stable limit is 
F := l[mCt = Co-\-D t-^o 
where g(D) 二 1. (5�and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J(F) := liirif^o J{Ct)= 
J{Co) X J[D) is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 — e 一 J(F) 一 J{CO) X J(D) — 0. 
3). The degeneration i/ = x(x-l)(x-2){x-3){x-at)(x-bt), with ab{a-b) + 0. 
When t goes to zero, this family specializes to Cq : y^ = — l)(:c — 2){x — 3). 
g{Co) = 4. The stable limit is 
F:二 limCt = Co-\-D 
where g{D) = 3. Co and D intersect at one node of F. So J{F) := l im“o J[Ct) 
is of compact type and J(F) = J (do) x J(D) = A4 x A3. 
4). The degeneration = x(x - l)(a: - 2)(x - at){x - bf){x — ct), with abc{a -
b)(a — c){b — c) + 0. When t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co y^ = 
— l)(a: — 2). ^(Co) = 1. The stable limit is 
F :=limCt = Co + D t-^0 
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where g{D) = 3. Cq and D intersect at four nodes of F. So J[F) l im“o J(Pt)= 
J{Cq) X J{D) is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 (C*)3 —> J{F) — J(Co) X J{D) —> 0. 
5). The degeneration y^ = - l)(a: — at){x — hi){x - ct){x — dt), with a, b, c, d 
distinct to 0 and to each other. When t goes to zero, this family specializes to 
Co : 2/4 = - 1). g{CO) = 1. The stable limit is 
F •= \imCt = Co + D t-^o 
where g{D) = 6. Cq and D intersect at one node of F. So J(F) := l im“o J[Ct) 
is of compact type and J{F) = J{Co) x J(D) = Ae x E . 
Example 16. Family i/ 二 ：c(;r - l)(a; - A)(x - /i)(a: - i/)(x - 0(2： - 9). 
1). g{Crj) = 9. The basis is 
{dx/y, dx/y^, xdx/i/, x^dx/y^, dx/y^x^dx/xf, x^dx/if, x'^dx/i/}. 
Let ^ ：二 e2们:/4 = i. The action a : (x, y) > (x, iy) has eigenvalues 
$3’ 仅 ’ 如 , 
that is 
-i，一 1 ， - 1 ’ 
The decompositions are 
v = v ( o 0 v ( a 0 v ( a 
and 
V ^ ' O - V i 0 V 2 0 V 3 
with Yj C 
Here 
dinW[巧=6 for j = 1,2,3 
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and dimYi = 5，dimNi = 3, dimNz = 1-
2). The degeneration Ct \ y"^ = x{x-l){x-2){x-2>){x-A){x-5){x-f). When t 
goes to zero, this family specializes to Co : y^ = x^{x-l)(x-2)(x-3)(x-4)(x-5). 
g(Co) = 7. The stable limit is 
F := limCt = Co + D t-^o 
where g(D) = 1. Cq and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J{F) := l im“o J(Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 >A ^ > J{F) ^^ J (DO) X J(D) > 0. 
3). The degeneration = x(x - l){x — 2){x — 3)(x - A)(x - at){x — bt), with 
ab{a — b) ^ 0. When t goes to zero, this family specializes to Cq : y^ = — 
l)(x - 2){x - 3){x - 4). g{Co) = 6. The stable limit is 
F:= limCt = Co^D /,->o 
where g{D) = 3. Cq and D intersect at one node of F. So J{F) := lim,—o J{CT) 
is of compact type and 
J{F) = J{CO) X J(D) = AE X A3. 
4). The degeneration y^ = x{x — l)(j; - 2)(x - S){x - at){x — bt){x — ct), with 
abc{a — b) [a — c)(b — c) ^ 0. When t goes to zero, this family specializes to 
O) : 2/4 = X'^IX - - 2){x - 3). g{CO) = 3. The stable limit is 
F :=\imCt = Co + D 
<->0 
where g{D) = 3. Cq and D intersect at four nodes of F. So J{F) := l im“o J (FIT") 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 > (C*)3 ^ > J(F) ^^ J (DO) X J(D) > 0. 
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5). The degeneration y"^ = x{x - l)(a; — 2)(a; — at)(x — bt)(x — ct)(x — dt), 
with a, b, c, d distinct to 0 and to each other. When t goes to zero, this family 
specializes to CQ : y^ = — l)(a: — 2). gijSo) = 3. The stable limit is 
F := limCt = Co + D 
0 
where g(D) = 6. CQ and D intersect at one node of F. So J(F) limt—o 八Ct) 
is of compact type and J(F) = J{Co) x J{D) = Ae x E . 
6). The degeneration Ct : y^ = x{x — l)(x — at){x — bt){x — ct){x — dt)(x — et). 
When t goes to zero, this family specializes to Co •  y4 = — 1). g(Co) = 1. 
The stable limit is 
F :=limCt = Co + D 
t—yO 
where g(D) = 7. CQ and D intersect at two nodes of F. So J(F) lim,—o J{Ct) 
is of noncompact type and there is an extension 
0 一 C* 一 J(F) 一 J(Co) X J{D) —> 0. 
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